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A GAL CAN DREAM
“If the next 12 months prove as fruitful as the last, since GLEE 2011, we can
safely say SEER Rockdust and SOIL REMINERALISATION is recognised
and launched.” states Business Development Directror, Jennifer Brodie.

Jennifer launched SEER Rockdust at GLEE 2007. She has been promoting this mineral
rich, organically approved SOIL and COMPOST IMPROVER, straight from a Scottish
quarry untreated apart from being freshly crushed and finely ground, ever since.

The

new 450g cartons, for house plants, tubs, window boxes plus home wormeries and
composters list the extraordinary range of minerals and trace elements.
Since GLEE 2011, 450g cartons, 20kg and 1 tonne bags have been
exported to SLOVENIA, HOLLAND, SWEDEN and DENMARK & fliers
translated into each language.

B & Q included it in their verve range

and ALLOTMENTS growers continue to rave about it.
Each autumn brings in testimonials:

http://www.binnsoilnutrients.com/testimonials with

REGATTA LANE ALLOTMENTS proclaiming 8 veggie benefits, a PROFESSIONAL
LANDSCAPE GARDENER singing its praises, MAJORCA achieving success all coming in
this month.

Formal trials have been started with OIL SEED RAPE where Binn Soil

Nutrients is working with James Hutton Institue, Scotland’s leading soil experts.

“When I really need something I ask the Universe.” states Jennifer. “What we need right
now is A GOOD DOCUMENTARY ON MAINSTREAM TV to tell the full SEER Rockdust
story. By putting nature’s own minerals back into the soil, from whence they came, we
boost the soil’s neglected micro fauna and so improve yeild, making plants less pesticide
and chemical fertiliser dependant, our diets more mineral rich and less chemically loaded.
A side effect of this is that we help to stablise climate change by putting greenhouse gases
back into the soil, from whence they came. It is so simple, and so important. Yes, a gal
ENDS

can dream.”
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